The SOHM Fellows Conference matches fellows with leaders within the PHM community for skills-building exercises, networking, and career development. Didactic sessions focus on clinical topics, scholarship, and leadership.

**FACULTY**

Jennifer Maniscalco, MD, MPH, FAAP, Conference Chair  
Matthew Garber, MD, FHM, FAAP, Section Chairperson-Elect  
Barrett Fromme, MD, FAAP  
Rachel Marek, MD, FAAP, Community Hospitalist Representative  
Mary Ottolini, MD, MPH, FAAP  
Daniel Rauch, MD, FAAP  
Joel Tieder, MD, MPH, FAAP  
Ronald Teufel, MD, FAAP  
Derek Williams, MD

**PHM FELLOWSHIP GRADUATES**

Megan Cardoso, MD, FAAP  
Elizabeth Davis, MD, FAAP  
Norah Emara, MD, FAAP

**SATURDAY**

12:00 pm  Registration and Refreshments

1:00 pm  Welcome and Ice Breaker

1:30 pm  PHM Update and PHM Resource Wiki

2:00 pm  Networking  
Faculty: Marek and Garber

3:00 pm  Break

3:15 pm  Simultaneous Sessions

- **Scholarship 101: Research Questions, SMART Aims, and Conceptual Models**  
  Faculty: Teufel, Tieder, Williams, Emara  
  *1st Years*

- **Leadership Skills: Introduction**  
  Faculty: Rauch, Cardoso  
  *Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*

- **Teaching Skills (Mini APEX): Setting the Stage for Success - Part 1**  
  Faculty: Fromme  
  *Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*

4:15 pm  Simultaneous Sessions

- **Scholarship 201: Planning and Executing Your Next Scholarly Project**  
  Faculty: Teufel, Williams, Tieder, Emara  
  *1st Years*
Leadership Skills: Managing Change  
Faculty: Maniscalco  
*Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*

Teaching Skills (Mini APEX): Ask Tell Ask - The Tastier Feedback Sandwich  
Faculty: Davis  
*Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*

5:30 pm  Adjourn for Dinner

6:30 pm  Cocktails at Hyatt Centric

7:00 pm  Dinner at Hyatt Centric

9:00 pm  After Hours Networking in Hyatt Centric Hospitality Suite

**SUNDAY**

7:00 am  Breakfast

7:30 am  Simultaneous Sessions

- **Transforming Your Teaching and QI/PS Activities Into Academic Gold:**  
  Mastering the Art of Scholarship in Hospital Medicine  
  Faculty: Garber, Ottolini  
  *1st Years*

- **Scholarly Writing & Reviewing**  
  Faculty: Teufel, Tieder, Williams, Emara  
  *All 2nd/3rd Years*

9:00 am  Clinical Case Reviews with Graduate Fellows  
Faculty: Cardoso, Davis, Emara

10:15 am  Break

10:30 am  Pediatric Overweight and Obesity: Yes, It’s an Inpatient Problem  
Faculty: Maniscalco, Cardoso, Davis, Emara

11:45 am  Lunch

12:30 pm  Simultaneous Sessions

- **Research Small Groups**  
  Faculty: All  
  *1st Years*

- **Leadership Skills: Conflict Negotiation**  
  Faculty: Rauch, Cardoso  
  *Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*

- **Teaching Skills (Mini APEX): Setting the Stage for Success - Part 2**  
  Faculty: Fromme  
  *Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*

1:45 pm  

- **Teaching Effectively During Patient and Family Centered Rounds**  
  Faculty: Ottolini, Davis  
  *1st Years*

- **Leadership Skills: Wrap Up**  
  Faculty: Rauch, Cardoso  
  *Assigned 2nd/3rd Years*
Teaching Skills (Mini APEX): Promoting Trainee Autonomy in the Clinical Environment
Faculty: Maniscalco
Assigned 2nd/3rd Years

3:00 pm  Free Time

6:30 pm  Cocktails at The Farm

7:30 pm  Dinner at The Farm

9:30 pm  After Hours Networking in Hyatt Centric Hospitality Suite

**MONDAY**

8:00 am  Breakfast

8:30 am  Mentors - We All Need Them (And Can Be Them)
Faculty: Fromme, Marek

9:30 am  Simultaneous Sessions
- Research Small Groups
  Faculty: All
  1st Years
- Oh the Places You Will Go! Finding Your First Job After PHM Fellowship
  Faculty: Maniscalco, Cardoso, Davis, Emara
  All 2nd/3rd Years

11:00 am  Life After Fellowship with Graduated Fellows
Faculty: Cardoso, Davis, Emara

11:45 am  Closing Remarks

12:00 pm  Adjourn

*Supported by an educational grant from Abbott Nutrition, a division of Abbott Laboratories, Inc.*